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VERBALIZATION OF TOPONYMIC CONCEPTS IN LITERARY TEXTS
Аннотация: Бұл мақалада қазақ және ағылшын тілдеріндегі топонимдердің концептуалды
мәндерінің рөлі зерттеледі.
Топонимдердің көркем мәтіндерде ұсынылуы мүмкін әдістерді
қарастырылады. Топонимикалық тұжырымдамалар-әлемнің тілдік суретінде ұлттық сипатты анықтайтын
лингвомәдени индекстер типтері түймелеледі.Екі түрлі халықтардың (қазақ және ағылшын) лингвомәдени
ортасында бірнеше функцияларды орындайтын топонимикалық ұғымдар белгіленеді.
Кілт сөздер: ағылшын, қазақ, концепт, топонимия, ономастика.
Аннотация: В данной статье исследуется роль концептуальных значений топонимов в казахском и
английском языках. Изучается способы, с помощью которых топонимы могут быть представлены в
художественных текстах. Вербализуются типы топонимических концептов-лингвокультурных индексов,
определяющих национальный характер в языковой картине мира. Выделяются топонимические понятия,
выполняющие несколько функций в лингвокультурной среде двух разных народов (казахских и
английских).
Ключевые слова: английский, казахский, концепт, топонимия, ономастика
Annotation: This article studies the role of conceptual meanings of toponymies in Kazakh and English
languages. Studies the ways through which toponyms can be represented in literary texts. Verbalizes types of
toponymic concepts –linguo-cultural indices that define the national character in the linguistic image of the
world.Underlinestoponymic concepts that perform several functions in linguocultural environment of two different
nations (Kazakh and English).
Keywords: English, Kazakh, concept, toponymy, onomastics.

Onomastic words occupy special place in word-stock of literary works. It is an expressive,
stylistic and semantically fixed expression tool that catches the eye of any writer and is also a bright
sign of style. Proper names, forming the text of the work of fiction and the "onomastic world" of the
writer's work, do not only serve as an integral part of the text from paradigmatic and syntagmatic
development point of view, in addition, the aesthetic forms they represent participate in the expression
of artistic thoughts and worldview of the author, the development and construction of speech and
literary composition of the text, the implementation of all categories and properties of the literary text.
By studying the onomastic world in literary texts, its onomastic space in the language of the
writer, modern science considers the elements of the individual onomastic system as a functionally
derived and detailed system from the point of view of the onomastic system of the national language.
The method and genre of the literary representation, the composition of the literary work, the
theme and the idea, all the features of the individual artistic word and usage of pronouns, reflecting a
wide range of aesthetic expressions in the literary work, have a decisive influence on this system.
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In the development of modern literary onomastics, its combination with the ideas and methods
of stylistics and linguistics of the general text gives significant results.
V. V. Vinogradov, creating the doctrine ofliterary fiction, in his work "Problems of Stylistics"
said: "In literature, the problem of choosing a name, surname, nickname, their structural features in
different genres and styles, their figurative and descriptive function is not solved with the help of small
examples. It is a very large and complex theme of the stylistics of literature.[Vinogradov V.V.,1963,p.
37-38.].Indeed, these questions are a big theme of stylistics and onomastics. The reason why not much
research has been done is because these two fields are not yet sufficiently interfaced and their objects of
research are not combined with each other. According to the materials of different writers, all aspects of
the paradigmatic and syntagmatic literary text are not fully disclosed and that is why very little is known
about theory and methodology of literary onomastics.
Nowadays, principles and aspects of systematic analysis of proper names in literary texts can be
determined by means of distinctive features.
1) by the object of research on proper nouns: textual, out of text (social linguistic, encyclopedic,
historical, etc.)
2) in relation to the nature of connotation is divided into stylistic (internal) and general
(external) language
3) by the out of context information: linguistic (onomastic, connotative) – extralinguistic
(encyclopedic, social, historical-cultural and etc.)
4) depending on the degree of semantic composition of the literary text: onomastic –
onomatopoetic
5) on the coverage of the onomastic space of the literary text: full – various
6) depending on the types of system connections of proper names in the literary text (for each
level of semantic composition): paradigmatic-syntagmatic.
7) by aspects of semantic-stylistic analysis of proper names: structural-functional.
Systematic comprehensive study of the literary texts in Russian language started in 1920-30s
and now occupies a leading place. In such systematic studies (Y.N. Tynyanov, B.A.Larin, L. V.
Shcherba, V. V. Vinagradov, A.M. Peshkovsky and etc.) functional-semantic analysis of units of
different structures and levels (word, word combination, complex syntactic integrity, methods of
application of words, etc.) is the main aspect of the study of literary text. And the purpose of the
description is the search for an individual semantic-stylistic system depicted in the use of the writer.The
use of proper names is a part of literary works that submits to the general functional system. Pronouns
do not stand alone in the text, they are related to close and common contexts.
Thus, in the text of literary works, proper names are an important element of the stylistic system
of the work, actively cooperating in creating a common image of the work.
The system analysis of the paradigmatic approach includes the following questions:
- identification and systematization of the means of onomastic space in the text;
- typological analysis of groups and sections of the topic, including onomastic and occasional
structures, composition of proper names;
- consideration of all variants and methods of onomastic names in relation to one denotation in
the literary text;
- study of the relationship of proper names with the theme of the literary text and its supporting
words;
- Classification of proper names in the development of the plot of a literary text, semantic
composition of all levels, expediency and connectedness of a literary text
Syntagmatic research includes the analysis of proper names in a sequential series-a sentence, a
complex syntactic text (paragraph), etc.
In this case, the following issues are studied:
-All types if usage of proper names (individual and group usage, nominative-figurative,
transitional, peripheral, gathered –symbolic, etc.) аnd their connection with appellate and other proper
names
- Implementation of various stylistic functions, etc. methods of inclusion in the context,
application in various forms of artistic works within the speech composition.
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The number of proper names in the text of a literary work can vary. These names, which occur
in the text of literary works composes onomastic space.
Proper names in literary works can be divided into several groups in relation to their
characteristics. First, there are several opposition groups in relation to the subject-semantic features of
proper nouns: anthroponyms-toponyms, toponyms- urbanims.
All these units form the core of the onomastic space in the literary text. However, there are
small literary texts that use only occosion methods of artistic nomination.Therefore, according to literary
nomination methods in a literary text, one can divide proper names as a usual lexical method and
occasional, contextual and individual and authorʼs own methods. Toponymic names are included in the
core of onomastic names of any literary text.
Proper names have different semantic nuances at the level of language, speech, text, and
especially at the level of literary works. All groups of proper nouns are used in different functional
styles of speech in different stylistic directions. In literary style, proper names are actively combined
with aesthetic functions. It is manifested in various genres of literature, such as: in communicative nominative, descriptive, characteristic, temporal-spatial, ideological, cultural-historical, etc.
According to L. V. Shcherba, the text of a literary work is the result of aesthetically organized
"personal speech activity" of the writer. It forms and symbolizes the «activity dictionary» of the writer
which represents the personal world of the writer. [Shcherba L. V., 1974, p. 34-487.].
In 1923, B.A.Larin named the specific meaning of literary words, an «aesthetic meaning». On
the creation of aesthetic meaning the scientist says:
"Aesthetic meaning arises when the direct meaning of the word is absorbed, it is hidden in those
included in it "overtones of meaning" that appear when the meaning is inextricably connected with
different parts of the literary text from a sentence, a paragraph to a chapter and a whole work, i.e. from a
small to a large context. It is not necessary, even unexpected, about a given reality, but irreplaceable as
an expression of the modal quality of thought» [Larin B. A., 1974, p. 32-237.].
M.N.Kozhina in her article " Stylistics correlation with the linguistics of the text» says:
«Textual linguistics and stylistics are not only the objects of research, but also the subject of research.
These two scientific fields aim to study the structural (or systemic) features of the text»[Kozhina M. N.,
1979, p. 97-105.].
She points out the following characteristics of the text:
Connectivity (connectivity in the expression of feelings);
Completeness (completeness of the content and structure of the text);
The depth of the text (content within the text);
Conceptuality or concept (according to V.A.Kukharenko);
Integration;
Prospection;
Retrospection;
Cohesion (links within the text);
In the work of I. R. Galperin "Text as an object of linguistic research" the following main
features of the text can be found:
Informativity;
Partiality;
Cohesion;
Continuum (categories of literary space and time) ;
contents of parts of the text;
retrospection and prospection in the text;
the modality of the text (subjectivity and objectivity);
stages and completeness of the text;[Galperin I. R., 1981, p. 92-312.].
All these features characteristic of a literary text are associated with the lexical-semantic system
of the text and the use of proper names. Onomastic words can be found in all types of literary speech
and help to actualize the main functions of a literary text.
However, the authors of the literature on the linguistics of the text do not consider proper names
as an important tool in organizing texts from structural and semantic aspects. Only the researcher
V.A.Kukharenko devotes a segment to the theme «Actualization on the text level» in the chapter
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«Proper names» of his work called «Interpretation of the text». He focused on stylistic categories such
as theme in a literary text and proper names, defining the text as an independent communicative unity.
In a literary text, certain toponyms have many additional connotational and associative
meanings depending on the structure and meaning of a literary work. Semantic facets of proper names
gradually appear in the text; all classifications and meanings of proper names assigned by the author can
be included in it. A proper starts to semantically replenish, function as a special sign and becomes a
symbol of associative meaning. These meanings can be called spatial semantic structure. They are
peculiar only to that context, can be viable only in that context, and can only function as proper names
with individually-literary meaning. [Kukharenko V. A., 1988, p. 106].
The functions of onomastic concepts in language are the functions of the Kazakh mentality,
worldview and cognitive process. In addition, there is a semiotic political facets of names and onomastic
concepts, all this reflects the activity of these concepts in the political linguo mental space.
Since onomastic concepts are linguocultural structures, their function and characteristics are
observed in the system of linguistic consciousness, ethnos and man's worldview, spiritual culture.If
language and culture are considered to be a semiotic system,the main characteristics of the semiotic
systems are labeling and storage.In onomastic concepts, the existence, versatile aspects, worldview,
spiritual values of an ethnos are marked and preserved by a semiotic character.Conceptual knowledge of
the world is preserved for centuries, from the experience of the people, and is preserved from generation
to generations. The function and reflection of onomastic and other concepts in language are mostly
recognized by their verbalization in texts. With such ethnotic, ethnocratic tendencies, the integrity of the
nation and culture is preserved, and we can say that it is a cumulative activity of language and
consciousness that forms the whole.
The categorical and cognitive nature of the concepts that comprise the mentional field of the
Kazakh cognitive onomasticity is structurally different. For example, onomastic concepts depending on
the category of onomastic units can be divided into concepts such as: anthroponomic, toponymic,
mythical, zoonimic, theonymous, and cosmonymic. These onomastic concepts may differ depending on
different types of inner cognition, for example: toponymic mythopoetic (mythotological) concepts,
toponymic historical (historical-cognitive) concepts, toponymic political (formed on the basis of
political cognition) concepts, etc. Onomastic concepts relating to these categories and types of
knowledge, in their cumulative activities collect a variety of cognitive-mental information.
It takes a lot of time and a lot of effort to reveal the content of various cognitive-mental
information in different concepts. However, for the first time, without experience, one can argue that
anthroponymical concepts have accumulated mental and cognitive information that directly or indirectly
relates to man. And in toponymic concepts, we can say that various mental and cognitive information,
which is related to the geographical environment, space, landscape, geographical objects, has been
preserved, summed up and reflected. The accumulation and preservation of these enormous mental
information in their conceptual field, space is the result and manifestation of the cumulative functions of
these individual names and onomastic concepts.
Some of the onomastic conceptual mentality is familiar to most of the members of the linguistic
community, and common names with preconceived conceptual information are called precedent proper
names. In our opinion, due to the cumulative function of onomastic concepts, the common name has a
precedent phenomenon. In the onomastic concepts associated with certain names, or depending on those
names, a multitude of mental concepts, concepts widely known to the human community or nation as a
whole, are generalized. Some of the well-known mental concepts gathered within, around, certain names
mark the nature of the typical or symbolic essence of the proper name. That is why the precedent name
is a linguocultural, well-known, universal or publicly familiar sign. In speech acts in which
communication takes place, concepts of a national or universal character, cognitive associations with
respect to precedent names appear.
As for the verbalization of English toponymic concepts in literary texts: the literary heritage of
writers carries out a certain stage of language development and reflects the linguistic state of a particular
historical period. Author's word-stock help to understand and evaluate the literary skill and unique style
of the writer.
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Toponyms are often found in literary works and periodicals. Among stylistically differentiated
variants of toponyms, the most common are toponyms-colloquialisms, poetic-toponyms, periphrasetoponyms.
Here are some examples to consider.
Toponyms-colloquialisms, on the one hand, different abbreviations – morphemes ('sippi =
Mississippi),initial abbreviations (UK = United Kingdoms), different kinds of ellipse (Jersey = Jersey
City = New Jersey), and on the other hand it includes dialectisms and deviations from the literary
norm(Brummagem - Birmingham) .
Authors of literary works use toponyms to describe direct and indirect symbols. For example,
extract from «Great Gatsb»y of F.Fitzgerald:
- And you found he was an Oxford man, said Jordan helpfully.
- An Oxford man! Hеwas incredulous: Like hell he is. He wears a pink suit.
- Nevertheless he's an Oxford-man.
- Oxford, New Mexico, snorted Tom contemptuously.
Here the toponym Oxford serves as the determiner of a noun, means a living person and gives
him the level of knowledge of the character and his relation to the rich privileged class. Gatsby's attitude
to this event, belonging to the class causes distrust of others. The latter is represented in Tom’s response
where there are two toponyms, objects that are located in different countries, called far: Oxford-is a city
in UK, famous for its university, New Mexico is one of the United States of America, not as famous as
the first one. These toponyms indicate the unreliability of the speaker, on the other hand, the sociallyoriented description of Gatsby. [Stewart G. R., 1975, p. 206.].
The concept of "London" is a complex mental formation, which reflects the mutual transitions
and mutual enrichment of the features of different concepts represented in the language by concepts that
are part of different taxems. Thus, the concept name is not the only "key" that activates the meaning of a
thought in consciousness other than the concept lexeme names, the concept of "London" is explained by
lexical representations of the concepts included in the taxeme / / urban area//. 1) /capital city / / («town»,
«borough», «city», «emporium», «cosmopohs», «metropolis», «agglomeration», «conglomeration»,
«conurbation», «sprawl», «megalopolis», «capital»), due to the fact that this concept is subject to
cognitive processes of categorization and ordering of taxonomy, affecting lexical expression at the
cognitive-conceptual level, this verbalization is associated with the inclusion of the concept of "London"
in the high-level frame schemes "urban area" and "capital city".»
Table 1. Lexical representations of the concept "London" included in the taxeme /urban
area/

The increasing level of
urbanization

Lower limit of urbanization: town
borough
city
emporium
cosmopolis
metropolis
agglomeration conglomeration
conurbation (~metropolitan area)
sprawl
megalopolis megapolis
megacity
metroplex
eperopolis
Upper limit of urbanization:ecumenopolis
Since language units are identified by conceptual layers, we can distinguish 12 layers in the
concept "London", in this case, phraseological units, as well as constant phrases and phrases involving
this concept, as well as derivatives of them form small layers of the concept of metaphorical
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verbalization - the participation of various semiotic systems in the formation of the concept within the
framework of the consideration of metaphor as a categorical shift ensures its multidimensionality. [Field
J., 1980, p. 45.].
The representation of lexical units of the concept "London" is presented as follows, «Saladin
Chamcha and Hyacinth Phillips ran side by side <>taking the low roads to London town» [Rushdie S.,
1988,.].
The values of the English language units describing different types of urbanized spaces include
modal frames, social norms, pragmatics, emotional components, and so on. It consists of the units of
potential afferent values that are generated.
In the course of the analysis, a number of cognitive metaphors were presented to formulate the
London concept.These include metaphors that characterize London as a great city, such as LondonBabylon, - Jerusalem, - Pompeii, - ancient Rome. («this mercantile Babylon»),[Manby S., 1857.].
Traditionally, the word "London" is considered to be the Celtic word Llyndun which means
"fortress on the river". From this word the word "Londmium" of the Latin language is formed and the
English word in the process of language development becomes London.The need to determine the
etymology of the word, which is the name of the concept, is explained by the fact that conceptual
content "Concept Memory" - does not deviate from the dynamic process of the formation of the word
formation, which has the original meaning in the concept.
A complete access to the structural components of the concept that is being considered in the
analysis of derivative words from the London concept(London-ian, London-er, London-ese, Londonesque, Londonism, London-ize, London-o-logist, eight adjectives derived from the Latin name London,
Londinens-ian+ derivative of nouns, LondonizeLondomz-ation) has been achieved. On a cognitiveconceptual level, 'London' provides a clear conceptual replenishment of a common framework /
schematic action or an affixed phenomenon (for example, the suffix "-ize", which refers to a frame
action, is something like a description of the concept of "London")
The cumulative function of the toponymic concepts can be reflected in any types of proper
names and in any language: on the basis of the cumulative function, ethnocultural and mental
information in the common memory is accumulated, preserved, and subsequent generations are
miraculously preserved. The cumulative activity of onomastic concepts is carried out in the language
consciousness, cognitive space of ethnic groups and personality, the results of which give a diverse
picture in the language, in the system of proper names.
It should be noted that toponymic concepts perform several functions in linguocultural
environment. First, the linguistic consciousness structure is characterized by the cumulative activity of
onomastic concepts as an instrument.Secondly, the concepts serve as a translator for the mentality of the
next generation, retaining spiritual values in their mentality.Thirdly, it provides relations between
members of linguistic society (ethnos) in the common cultural space.
Verbalized types of toponymic concepts – linguoculturaltoponyms are linguo-cultural indices
that define the national character in the linguistic image of the world.The use of toponymic concepts in
linguistic literary texts, verbalization is based on the discourse characteristics of literary text and is an
important tool (element) for constructing discourse.From the meaning of the toponyms used in the
folklore or other literary texts, information can be obtained from the mentality of the concept of
etymology, and the poetics of the toponyms can make one aware of the ethnic perception of the text
writer (author, ethnos).
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